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MONTHLY 1EST, NOVEMBER .. 2018

Tlmo : 1. 30 If r8, 
STANDARD • XI · 

PHYSICS 
Marks: so 

PART - r 

f, Chooaq the, boet un11wor: 
10 X 1 = 10 

1. An 10001 goo lo mnlnlolnud ot contJtont proatturo. If tho tomperatire of the Ideal gas
lnorooooo from 1 00k 10 1 000k thon V,,na opood of the gas. 
a) lnoroonou by Jfo tlmoo b) lncroaooa by 1 0 ti mos
o) romolno onmo d) lncrooooo by 7 times

2. Tho doorooo of froodoom for c.Jlotomlc moloculo at normal temperature is •
O) G b) 3 c) 7 ' d) 6 

3. Which of tho following ohowu tho correct rolatlonshlp between the pressure and
donolty of nn ldool goo at constant tomperature? 

p 

{(I) 

p 

(b) 

·p

(c)

p 

(d) 

4, If SP and Sv denote the specific heats of nitrogen gas per unit mass at constant
pressure and conolant. volume r�spectlvefy, there 

R R 

a) S
P 

- Sy ,::; 20 R b) S
p 

- Sy "' 28 �) SP 
- Sv = 14 d) SP - Sv "" R

s. The lenglh of a seconds pendulum on the surface of the Earth is o.em
1 
• T

t
�e le

f
ng
th

th · 

of the same pendulum on the surface of planet X such that the acce era ion o e .

planet X is n times greater than the earth is 
· 

09 

a) 0.9 n m b) 0·9m
' 

c) 0.9n2m d) ""Tm
n n 

6. When a damped harmonic oscillator completes 100 oscillations, its amplitude is

reduced to 3" of its initial value. What will be its amplitude when it comple!es 200 

oscillations? 

a) .! · b) 3 c) .! d) .!
5 3 6 · 9 

7. Two springs of force constants 1 Nm-1 and 2 Nm-1 are connected in series. The
effective spring constant is 

a) 3 Nm·1 b) 1 Nm-1 c) ¾ Nm-1 d) � Nm·1 

/ 

B. A simple harmonic oscillation is represented by the equation
Y :::: 0. 3 sin (40 ,rt + 1.1 ). The time pe�iod of the oscillation is-:
a) 20 s b) 2 s c) 0.05 s -d)·0.5 5

· 9. The speed of the sound wave in a steel rod whose Youngs modulus
'!' = 2 x 1011 Nm-2 and P = 8000 kgm-3. , · 
a) 5000 ms- 1 b) 2500 ms-1 c) 2000 ms-1 d) 500 ms-1

10. A mobile phone tower transmits a wave signal of wavelength o·.333 m. The
· frequency of the signal is
a) 3000 MHz . b) 9000 MHz c) 900 MHz

_
d) 300 MH2

PART - II 
.An.swer any 

_
fiv� quest.Jons. Question No. 16 is compulspry: 

11. State Avogadro's law.

12. Define the degrees of, freedom of a system?
•

S·X 2 = 10 
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 etor or tho
I I 300 k ond 1 otm, ond tho dlom 

13 An ()xyno11 n1c1lt'r.t1lt1 I triw 11h10 111 u r o 
f oth of oxygon rnolecule.

oxyotrn motClmtl(\ lo 1.2 x 10 IU111. Coloulot \ho moon

�o:t lions nood not be
14. All Cll\t.lllntory nwtlon c110 porlodlu who1·000 ull por o c mo 

ooclllnto, y. ,111!\tlly. 
1 pendulum.

rf l ti thno porlod of tho simp 0 
.15. Whnl t\fO tho fnc\Cll� th ,t clo 110t o oc ' 

16. Why sllldlon1 nro not nllownd to mnroh on o brldgo?

17. Whnt I� tmm:vt r:io wnvo?
1 B. Whnt Ir. por!lh1to11co of honrlng?

PART ... Ill 
Answor nny FIVE Quostlont;. Question No. 21 Is comp ulsory. 5 X 3 = 15

19. Slate nny �ix postulnlos of klnollc thoory of gosos. . and I of monoatomIc gas 20. Fin ct tho nc1mbntlc co111ponont r r or rnlxturo of 111 mo es 

1,,, molos of n dintomlc qos nt 11omrnl tomporoturo. 
b r - � 

-10 Nm-2 What is the num e 21. A gns is nt tompornluro so0c ond prossuro 5 x 10 · 
of -mol0culos per "'� If Boltzmnnn's constant Is 1.38 x 10-22 Jk-

1
, 

d 22. Find tho phnse dlfforonco botweon the displacement ond velocity, velocit� an 
. harmonic motion. accelorntlon nnd displocernonl ond occeleratlon for a s,mpe 

• 
1 harmonic motion. 23. Derive the exprossion for the time period of,

_
a

::
n
.:_:

a
:.:.:
ng

::
u
�_

a
_
r 
__ .:> __ 

24. Calculate the equivalent spring constant
for the system given.

K1 K2 

25. Discuss the effect of temperature on the velocity of so und wave in air.
26. Write the characteristics of progressive wave.

PART - IV

Answer all the questions: 3 X 5 = 15
27. a) Derive the expression for the pressure exerted by a gas in a container.

(OR) 

b) Discuss Maxwell - Boltzmann's speed distribution function.
28. a) Derive the expression for the time period for the vertical oscillation of a loaded

spring. (OR) 

b) i) What is velocity of a simple harmonic motion?'
ii) The velocities of a particle which undergoes simple harmonic r)'lotion _is V� .

at x1 and V2 at x2. Show that the ratio of tii:ne period (T) and amplitiude (A) .

. T 2 IS -= 7t 
A

x2 -x 2 
2 1

19. a) Deriv� the expression for the velocity of a transverse wave in a stretched string.
· . (OR) 

b) i) Derive Laplace's equation for the velocity of sand waves in air.
ii) The speed of a wave in a certain medium is 900 mis. If

. 
3000 waves pass 

over a certain point of the medium in 2 minutes, then compute its wavelength. 
--Q--

... 
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Tost No. 2 

ONE MARK SPECIAL TEST, 2018 - 19 
STANDARD- XI 

J fob L
Time : 1· Hr. PHYSICS Marks: 50 

(Units - 3, 4, 5) ,, 
Answor all tho quostlons: 
Ch-00s0 tho correct nnswot: 50 X 1 = 50 

1 .  Two masses m, and m2 oro oxporlonclng tho somo forco whero m 1 < m2• The ratio or their
accelerations is 
n) 1 b) loss than 1 c) oro.itor than 1 d) all tho three cases

2. Impulse is equal to
a} change of momentum b) roto of change of force
c) rate or change of momentum d) change of forco

3. Inertia of a body has direct dopendenco on
a) velocity b) mass · c) accoloration d) force

4. Force acting on the porticle moving with constant speed Is
a) always zero . b) noed not be zero
c) always non zero d) cannot be concluded

5. When the object is moving at constant velocity on the rough surface,
a) net force on the subject is zero b) no force acts on the subject
c) only external force acts on the object. d) only kinetic friction acts on the object.

· 6. Fihd the minimum mass m2 required just to move mass m1 when the coefficient of static
fr:::1nm�j'veen the �r1nd the t;;l;J:

3

:
�: 

:i �:� �� · 

7, A block of mass 1 0 Kg placed on· the rough horizontal surface having coefficient of friction 
µ =0.5, if a horizontal force of 1 00N acting on it.then acceleration of the block will be (g = 10 ms-2)
a) 1 0 ms·2 b) 5 ms·2 c) 15 ms·2 . d) 0.5 ms·2 

8. A wooden box is lying an inclined plane.What is the coefficient of friction if the·box starts
sliding wtien the angle of Inclination Is 45°?

✓3 a) 1 b) 0.5 .c) 
✓3

d)
2

9. A block of mass 10 Kg is suspended through two light spring balances as
shown in figure
a) Both scales will read 1 0 Kg b) 89th scales will read 5 Kg

c} The upper scale will read 10 Kg and the lower will read 5 Kg.
d) The readings may be anything but their sum will be 10 Kg.

\m
t1-

. . 

. \10Kg\

10. A football player kicks a 0.8 Kg ball and imparts it a velocity 12ms-1 with a kicking force
576 N. The contact time of the foot with the ball is 

I I 
a) 0.012s b) 60 s . 

c) 601/ d) 0.01 s
11. An object slides in an inclined plane of inclined angle o with the horizontal and of length s

from rest. The speed when it reaches the bottom of the incline� plane is

a) J2sgsinO
b)F

c) J
2

: sinO d) zero

12. The static friction depends on
i) the nature of the surfaces in contact
iri) the normal force exerted by the surface
a) all are true
c) ii) and iii) are true and i) is false

ii) the area of the contact

b) i) and ii) are tru.e and iii) is false
d) i) and iii) are �rue and ii) is false
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 1 1 lar road of radius of curvature 10m.
· 13. A urn :,vith velocity 50 ms- on th8 c r

��son of mass 60 Kg Inside the car. 
Calculate the centnrugal rorco experienced by a P d) 5000 N 
a) 25000 N b) 10000 N c) 1 s_ooo N . 

14. The condition for a vehicle to skid while negotiating a curve 18 

2 rg 
v2 rg v 

d) u0 � -i
a) lls ;:- b) Us .: -2 C) Us � rg V 

rg v 
, • . I s . 

1 , In contact on a frIctIon cs 
1s Three blocks A, Band C of masses 4, 2 and 1 �9 rcspoct,vc Y arc 

k then tho contact force 
surface. as shown. If a force of 14 N Is applied on to 4 Kg bloc , 
between A and B ts

14N 
a) 6 N

c) 14 N

b) 8 N

d) 2 N

16. A ball of mass 0.25 Kg attached to the end of a string of length 1.96 mis mo'ving ln a
horizontal circle The string will break if the tension ls more than 25 N. What is the 
maximum speed with which the ball can be moved? 
a) 3 ms·1. b) 3.92 ms·1 c) 14 ms·1 d) 5 ms·1

17 Calculate the work done by a force of 30 N in lifting a load of 2 Kg to a helght of 1 0 m. 
( g= 10ms·2)
a) 600 J b) 300J c) 150 J d) 6J

18. A uniform force of ( 2-; + 1) N acts on a body of mass 1 Kg. The body displaces from position

( 3j-1.:) m to ( 5 /+3j) m. The work done by the force on the body is
a)9J b)6J c)10J · d)12J 

19 An object of mass 1 Kg is sliding from the top to bottom in the friction_less inclined plane of 
inclination _angle o = 30° and the length of inclined plane is 1 O m. The workdone by fhe 
gravitional force and the.normal force on· th� object are respectively_ as (assume g= 10ms-�)
a) zero, zero b) zero, SJ c) 5J, SOJ d) SOJ, zero

20. A force F actinq on an object varies with distance x as shown in the figure.
F(R) 1 

31-----

2 

QL--.-�---;-....--r--+--r--➔ x(m) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

The force is in newton and x in me·tre. The work done by the force in moving the object from 
x=O to x = 6 m is r 

a) 18.0 J b) 13.5 J c) 4.5 J , d) 9.0 J 
21. A body of mass 3 Kg is under a co'nstant force that causes a displacement s in metres in it,

I , 
given by the relation S = 

3
r , where t is in 'seconds. Work done by the force in 2s is 

8 5 19 J 
a)3 / b) 19 ,/ c) 5 J d) 8 J 

22. A body ot"mass of 1 Kg is thrown upwards with a velocity 20ms·1 . I f momentarily comes to rest'
after attaining a �eight of 18 m. How much energy is lost due to air friction? ( g = 1 O ms·2) 
a)30J b)40J · c)10J d)20J

23. The potential energy of a system increases, if work is done
a) upon the system by a conservative force
b) upon the system by a non- conservative force
c) by the system against a conservative force
d) by the system against a non-conservative force
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-.J.. .... 4 
�:oc! "� \ ...... :: "' . o 16 � ' • � •--•:-� .... , • • , .., .. ,"\·•�Kwh c) 4 186x10·1-cal d) 10 J · 

..,. -·" " " ..,, ..... -.,,.., . · · f h . ht 80m
�:- . .:. t-:a1 of i::·n$S:-_ � ... �,.. 01 �r of ms.ss 4 Kg are droppecHrom a tall buil�ing O eig 

io · 
�"':.-::-· � k�. c•.: �, �:..t-. t�Mm5s Earth, their respective kinetic energies will be in the rat 

�' ,:.1 :i, ·· - c}2:1 d) 1:2 
-� � txi�<:., : •• .1ss J<.J �:��;st explodes into t\vo pieces of mass 18 Kg and 12 _Kg·. The velocity

'4'! �::: � ..-::.ss - c s-·,. The Kinetic energy of the other mass is 
::.) �:.:. ti\ '.255 J . .c) 486 J . d} 324 J 

i� �,.,:;•._•--.a.:.-.:, .�"'f) of 3 '!)cc)1 is increased by 300% then the percentage chan·ge in momentum 

-, .. ::-· 
-z., • "' .C' c) 17.32% d) 73.2%

-� _r: '.r- ::- :::-�,.-El enerfl)' of a partlcle is a - � x=

, then force experienced by the particle i�

c) F=-f3x 
pxi 

d) F=--2
__ .\ ..-�::'S �" -�: ; '1�ovin� � 'th a speed of 1.5 ms·1 on a horizontal smooth surface, collides 

w : ... ;; -e2.ny ��\gnHes-s spring of force constant k= 50 Nm·1• The m�ximum compression of 
::;; s-::-:�� ,, ... �t!l!! �e 

0
-

= :.r::m b} 1.5m c) 0.5m d) 0.15m 
::: __ ,; :-a: • ..:::win� with velocity 2ms·1 collides head_on with another stationary ball of double the 

c:T.ass_ a: ,e ccefficient of restitution is 0.5 then their velocities (in ms·1) after collisi�n will be 
a}.:.1 o)0,1 c}1,1 - d)1,0.5

:; ., ;.. s:c e is t';;ro•,•m at an angle of 65° with the horizontal with kinetic energy K. The kinl;;!tic 
ara;��r a! :he highest point is 

K c) -. . 4 d) zero

32 .• e.n er.gir.a exerts a force F = ('11J t-3 _i+sk)N and mt>ves "'."ith velocity' v = (6 7 +20 J-3 k)ms·•
T.e ;!O-.', er or the engine (in watt) is

=)�5 h)75 -c)20 d)10- . 
�3 · A man mo es on a straight horizontal road with a block of mass 2kg in hand. If he covers a 

distance of �Om with an acceleration of 0.5ms·2, find the work do.ne by the man on the block 
during the motion · •
a) 40 J b) 20 J c) 10 J d) 8J

34. The centre of mass of a system of particles does not depend upon
a) position of particles b) relativ7 distance between particles
c) masses of particle d) force acting on p�rticle 

35_ Two 9odies of mass·, Kg and 3 Kg have position _vectors (i+2 J+ 
k

) and (-3 7-2J+k
)

respectively_ The centre of mass of this system has a position vector 

a) (-2i-J-k) b} (2i-J-2k) c) (-i+J+.k) d) (-2i+·2k)
36. Three masses are placed on the x-axis 300 g at origin, 500g at x = 40 cro and 400g at

x=70cm. The distance of the centre of mass from the origin is . · • 
a) 50 cm b) 30 crri . c) 40 cm. d) 45cm 

37. _A projectile of mass 6 Kg, in its _course of moti�n �xplodes on its own into lwo equal
tragments. One falls at half of the range R of the proJectile. Where will the other fragment fall?
a)3R' b)4R c)3/2R d)5/2R
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Ono-Xl-(Physlco) 4 , 
. 

. 
. . The

:.w. A pnrllc:lo lo moving with o uonutont voloclty along a line parallel to positive x�axss. 
moynllullo of llo ongulor momentum with reGpect to tho origin is 
n) ,01 o b) lncrooolng with x c) decreasing with x d) rema'ining constant

�W. Rotllllonnl onnloouo of mLloo In llnoar motion lo 
o) woloht b) mornont of Inertia c) torque d) angular momentum

'10 Tho 1110111ont of l11ortio of o body does not depend on 
o) tlw ongulor voloclty of tho body b) the mass of the body . 
r.) tho oxlo or rototlon ol'tho body d) the distribution of mass in the bodY'

'11. Maleh tho column A 'with column B. 
Coluf1n A 
A' I) J12

IIJ K= 0. 707 R 
Ill) K= R 

Column B 
a) Circular ring about·the· axis passing through the centre and

perpendicular to the plane. b) Uniform rod about the axis passing through the centre.
c)• Uniform rod about the axis passing through one

Iv /\ I . . 

end. 

> 
J3 d) Uniform disc about the ax,s passing through the centreCorrect tnotch f:; · � .. O) I) s ll) c Ill) d Iv) b · b) "} b ··) ... ) · ) d

• 
.J> 

c) I) b ii) d Ill) � I 
. . I II C 111 a IV 

42. A rope Is wound aroun;� �10110 
d) i) c ii) d iii} b iv) a . 

acceleration of the cylinder ·,r thw cy_lin�er of mas� 3 Kg and radius 40 cm. What is the.angular
, 

_2 
e rope 1s pulled with a force 30 N? ..a) 0.2.5 rad s. . b� 25 rad s·2 c) 5ms·2 d) 25 ms·243. Whe� a mas� ts ro_tatmg tn a plane about a fixed point, its angular momentum is directed alonga) a ltne perpendicular to the plane of rotation b) a fine parallel to the plane of rotationc) the rad,�s · d) tangent to the path44. A rou�d _obJect·of mass M arid radius R rolls down without slipping along an inclined plane.

The fnct1onal force
a) dissipates kinetic energy as heat b) decreases the rotational motion
c) decreases the rotational a·nd translational motion

· d) converts translational energy into rotational energy. . 
45. Two bodies have their moments of inertia I and 21 respectively about their.axes of rotation. If

their kinetic energies of rotation are equal, their angular_ momentum will be in the ratio
·a) 1:2 , b) -h.:I c) J: ✓2 d) 2:1

46. The ratio of the rad.ii of gyration of a· circular disc about a tangential axis in th� plane of the
disc and of a circul�r ring of the same radius about a tangential axis in the plane of the ring is 
a) 2:1 b) 2:3 c) ✓5 : ✓6 . . d) l: ✓2

47. A round disc of moment of inertia 12 about its axis perpendicular to its plane and passin·g
through its centre is placed over another disc of the moment of inertia 11 rotating with an
angular velocity <tJ about the same axis. The final angular velocity of the combination of the discs is

/l(J) (I,+ 12)0J 12
(.t) a) ru · b) r +-i

c) 
1 

d) � I l I · I 2. 

48. Arrange ring, hollow sphere, solid sphere and disc in the descending· order of their radii of
gyration . Assume that all are having same radius R
a) Sol[d sphere, hollow sphere, disc, ring b) Ring, hollow sphere, disc, solid sphere
c) Hollow sphere, solid sphere, ring, disc· d) Disc,·ring, hollow sphere, �olid _sphere

49. The rati; of � values of a ring about the axis passing through the centr� lying on the pla'ne
along diametgr and a disc of same radius and mass about the axis passing through the
centre and perpendicular to ·the plane is ·

a) 1 b) 1/2 q) 2 d)" 1/3 
50. The ratio of the acceleration for a. solid sphere (mass m and radius R) rolling do'-'.Jn an incline

of angle 0 wit.hout slipping down the incline without rolling is
a) 5:7 · b) 2:3 c) 2: 5 d) 7:5

--Cl---' 

J. 

... 
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ONE MARK SPECIAL TEST, 2018 - 19 
STANDARD - XI 

Time : 1.00 Hr. PHYSICS 

(Units - 6, 7, 8) 

Answer all the questions: 

Test No. 3 

Marks: 50 

Choose the correct answer: 50 X 1 = 50 
1. Choose the correct statement (s)

·a} Ptolemy proposed geocen'tric theory and found that the orbits of the planets are elliptical
b) Kepler proposed heliocentric theory and found that the orbits of the plc!nets are elliptical
c) Nicholar copernicus proposed heliocentric theory and.found that the orbits of the planets

are circular ·· 
d} (b) and (c)

2. Kepler's law of period states that T2 a a3 , here 'a' represents
a) semi-major axis b) average of semi major axis and semi minor axis
c) semi minor axis d) the difference of semi major axis and semi minor axis,

3. ;�

�

ich graph correctly repre
�:i

n

�

ls the variation of

.
�

a

b__

vitational force wi
.
th

_l
::

r�
ce? 

a) b) � c) d) . � 

r r 
r r 

4. The acceleration experienced by a mass at the surface of earth is ?·8 ms-2 • If the same mas_s
is at a distance SOR (R is the Earth's radius), the acceleration experienced by the sam: mass ,s

9 8 9.8 2 9.8 d) .(9.8) -2· 2 b) ) ms-2 ----'---'-- ms a) 60R ms- 60 ms c 3600 3600 R 
5. The orbital size of Earth is r . Suppose there existed a planet that went around, the sun twice

0 . . 

as fast as the Earth. The orbital size as compared to that of the Earth 1s . 

r. 
a) ...Q.2

,,. 

6. If the potential energy at infinity is zero, the total energy of an orbiting s�tellite is equal to the
a) potential energy . b) kinetic energy 
c) negative of potenti�I energy d) negative of kinetic energy

7. Escape velocity of a body from the Earth depends on the
a) height of location from where the body is launched

-b) mass of the body which is. to be projected
c) direction of projection . d) all of these

8. A comet orbits �he Sun in highly elliptical orbit. Which are constant through out its orbit?
a) linear speed and angular mo,:nentum b) angular momentum and kinetic energy
c) linear momentum and total energy d) angular momef)tum and total energy

9. The weight of a body on the surface of Earth is 63N. What is its weight at a height equal to half
the radius of Earth?
a)28N b)31.5N c)15.75N d)22N

10. If a person moves from Chennai to Trichy, his weight
a) decreases b) increases c) remains same d) increases and then decreases·

11. The time period of a satellite oroiting Earth in a circular orbit ·is independent of
a) the radius of the. orbit b) the mass of the satellite
c) both the mass and radius of the orbit d) neither the mass nor the radius df its orbit .

1 2. The gravitational potential energy of the Moon with respect to Earth is 
a) always positive b) always n·egative c).can be positive or negative d) always zero
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I 

r 

,,,. 

   
13. The work done by the Sun's gravitational force on th_e Earth is . no atlve a) always zero b) always positive ' c) always negative d) can be positive or 9 

14. If the distance between the Earth and Sun were to be halved from the present valuo, th0
number of days the year would be 
a) 129 b) 183 C) 258 d) 91 . 

15 ... According to Kepler"s third law T2 = Kr3. It masses of sun and a planet are Mand m, respectively

then as per Newton's law of gravitational force of attraction F = ��
m 

, here G is gravitational
r 

constant. The relation between G and K is described as 

a) GMK = 4:r2 b) K = G
1 

c) K = -G 
d) GK= 4n2 

16· A remote sensing satellite of Earth revolves in a circular orbit at a height of 0.25 x 106 m above 
the surface of Earth . If Earth's radius in 6.38 x 106 m and g = 9.8 ms-2, then the orbital speed 
of the satellite is 

17_, a)5.57k":1s-1 b)7.76kms-1 c)8.56kms-1 d)9.13kms-1' Age? stationary satellite is orbiting the Earth at a height of SR above the surface of the Earth, R being the radius of the Earth. The time period of another satellite in hours at a height of 2R 
from the surface of the Earth is 

18. 

a) 5 . b) 10 c) 6.fi d) 5.fi 
,. 

A _steel wire of length I and cro�s sectional area A stretches by the same amount as a copperwire of length 2 /and cross-sectI0.nal area 2A under a given load. If Y is the Youngs modulus ofsteel, th�n the Young's modulus of copper is · · 

a) Y b) 2Y y 
c) 2 d) 4Y

19. A wire of  length Land radius r is clamped rigidly at . one ehd. When the other end of the wire is
pulled by a force f, its length increases by L Another wire of the same material· of length 2l
and radius 2r, is pulled by a force 2f. The increase in length of this wire is equal to

a) 2/ b) /

'20. When detergents are dissolved in water 

c) 4 / d) I
2

a) the angle of _contact becomes smaller and the capillary rise will increase

b) the angle of contact becomes greater and the capillary rise will increase
c) no change in angle of contact but the detergent will rise more height
d) rro change in angle of contact and no change in the rise of height also

21. Viscosity of gases ---- with temperature, and the viscosity of liquids --- with
temperatu(e.
a) increases, increases b} decreases, decreases
c) increas�s. decreases d} decreases·, increases . 

22. A square frame of length / is immersep in a soap solution. When the frame is taken out a thin 
film is formed within the frame. The force on the frame due to soap film is {Tis surface tension) 
a)8T/ _b)4T/ c)12T/ d)16T/ 

23. In a horizontal pipe of non uniform cross section, '.w"ater flows with a velocity of 1 ms-1 at a
point where th� diameter of the pipe is 20 cm. "fhe velocity of water at the poin.t where diameter 
is 16 cm is 
a) 0.8 ms-1 b) 2 ms:..1 c) 2.5 ms-1 d) 1:5 ms-1

24. If the temperature of_the wire is increased, then the Young's modulus will
a) remain the same b} decrease c} increase rapidly d) increase by very small amount

25. A small sphere of radius 2 cm falls from rest in·a viscous liquid. Heat is produced due .to·
viscous force. The rate of. production of heat when the sphere attains its terminal velocity is
proportional to • 

• 
• · · ,

a) 22 
b} 23 c} 24

· 
d} 25

· · · '" • 
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26. Consider two wires X and Y. The radius of wire X is 2 times the radius of Y. If they are stretched

by the same load then stress on Y isa) four times that on X b) equal to that on X c) two times that on X d) half that on X

27 .. The load - elongation graph of three wires of the same materialare �hown in figure. Which of the following wire is the thickest?
a) wire 1 b) wire 2
c) wire 3 d) all of them have same thickness

N wire 3 

Load 

Eloqgation 

28. Two wires are made of same material and have the same volume. The area of cross sections
?' the first and the second wires are A and 2A respectiv�ly. If the length of the first wire is
increased by t:,, /on applying a force F, how much force is needed to stretch the second wire ·
by the same amoun_t? 
a)2F b)4F c)SF d)16F

. 

29. The _bulk modulus of a spherical object is B. If it is subjected to uniform pressure P, the
fractional decrease in radius is

a) : b) ! _c) {8 d) 
3
: 

30. The Young's modulus of a wire is Y. The elastic potential energy stored in the wire per unit
volume is

1 -
a) U = 

2 
x stress x (strain)2 b) u = i x Y x (strain)2 

1 2 . 1 y2 . c) U = - x (stress) x strain d) U = - x x strain
2 2 . 

31. A certain number of spherical drops of liquid ·of radius r coalesec to form a "single <;irop of
radius 1 Or and volume s x 1 o-22 m3. If the radius r = 0.5 x ·1 o-8 m and surf.ace tension of the
liquid T = 0.075 Nm-1, find the energy released
a) 2.7 x 10-14 J b)·3.02 x 10-14 J c) 2.97 x 10-14 J . d) 2._02 x 10-14J

32. The following four wir�s are made of the same material. Which of the these will have the
largest extension when the same tension is applied
a) length = 100 cm, diameter= 2 mm . b} length = 50 c".1, diameter= 1 mm -0
c) length= 150 cm, diameter= 1.5 mm d} length= 200 cm·, dlameter = 1 mm

33. A black body at 1227°C emits radiations �ith maximum intensity at a wavelength of 5000A0.
The temperature of the body is increased by 1000°C, the maximum intensity will be observed at
a) 4000A0 b) 5000A0 c}·6000A0 d) 3000A0 · 

34. Unit of Stefan's constant is
a} wm-2 k--4 b) wm2 k-2 c) wm2 k-4. d) wn:,-2 k-1

35. A body cools from a temperature 3T to 2T in 10 minutes. The room temperature is T. Assume
that Newton's law of cooling is applicable. The temperature of the body at the end if next
1 O minutes will be

3 4 . 3 7 
a) - T b) - T c) - T dJ - T 

4 3 · 2 4 
36. The equation of state for 5g of oxygen at a pressure P and temperature T, when occupying a

37. 

1 

volume V, will be (R is a gas cons!ant)

a} PV = 5RT
- 5

b) PV = 
2 

RT
5 

c) PV = - RT
16 

d) pv-= 32. RT 

Two ends of a metal rod are maintained at temperatures 100°C and 110°c. The rate of heat
flow in the rod is found to be 4.0 Js-1. If the ends are maintained at temperatures 200°c and
21 o0c the rate of heat flow Will be · 

a} 16.8 Js-1 b) _8.0 JS--1 c) 4.0 Js-1 · d} 44.0 Js-1
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 heat and done 500 J of work
38. The internal energy change in a system that has absorbed 2 Kcal 

is d) 8900 J
a) 6400 J b) _7900 J c) 5400 J

1 . . d adiabatically to - th ,ts
39 A monoatomic gas at pressure p1 and volume V1 Is compresse 8 

original volume. What is the final pressure of the gas? " 
a)32p1 b)16P.1 C)P1 d) 64 p 1 

40. In hot summer after a bath, the body's
a) internal energy decreases b) internal energy increases
c) heat decreases d) no change in internal energy and heat

41. When food is cooked in a vessel by keeping. the lid closed, after some time the _ste�m pus:es
the lid outward. By considering the steam as a thermodynamic system, then in t e coo mg

process 
a) Q > o, W > 0 b) Q < O, w > O c) Q > 0, W < 0 d) Q < 0, W < O

42. In an isochoric process, we have
a) Q = 0 b) W = O c) 6U = 0 d) T = 0

43. An ideal refrigerator has a freezer at temperature - 12°c. The coefficient of performance of the
engine is 5. The temperature of the air (to which the heat ejected) is
a) �0°C b) 45.2°C . · c) 40.2°c d) 37 .5°C

44· A distant star emits radiation with maximum intensity at 350 nm. The temperature of the star is
a) 9o44 K - b) 5000 K c) 7260 K d) 8280 K.

45. A hot cup of coffee is kept th t bl f · · · · · · · . . on . e a e. A ter sometime 1t attains a thermal equ11tbnum withthe_ surroundings. �y considering the air molecules in the room as a thermodynam\c system,which of the following is true? 
a) 6.U > 0, Q = 0 b) 6.U > 0, ·W < 0 c) 6l:J > 0, Q > O

. 
d) .6U = 0, Q > O

46 The V - T ,diagram of an ideal gas which goes thr-ough a reversible cycle A·➔ B ➔ C ➔ O is
shown below. (process D ➔ A and B ➔ C are adiabatic)

The corresponding PV diagra m for the process is
(. 

p/ '?---78 
a) l2_c

P

[g
c 

b) . Q
A 8 

c) 

V V 

d) P\\ \ 
A B 

47. When you exercise in the morning, by conside.ring your body as thermodynamic system,

48. 

49. 

50. 

which pf the following is true?
a) 6. U > 0, W > 0 b) 6. U < 0, W > 0 c) 6. U < 0, W < 0 d) 6 U = 0, W > .0
Which of the following circular rods (given radius r O and length. / 0) each made of the same
material and whose ends are maintained at the same temperature will conduct most heat?
a)r=2r

0
; 1=2� b)r = 2r

0
; I=� c)r = r

0
; / = 2� d)r=r

0
; I=�

A black body is at a temperature of 5760 K. The energy of radiation emitted by the body at
wavelength 250 nm is u 1, at wavelength 500 nm is u2 and that at 1000 nm is U3. Wien's
constant, b = 2.88 x 106 nmk. Which of the following is correct?
a) U1 > U2 b) U1 = 0 c) U3 = 0 d) U2 > U1
The molar specific heats of an ideal gas at constant pressure a,:id volume are denoted by 

Cp
CP and Cv respectively. If y =. 

C 
and R is th-e universal gas constant, then Cv is. equal to

V 

1 + r
a)--

1 - y

r - 1
b)-

R 
---- -0-

c) yR
R 

d)-
y - 1
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Time : 1.00 Hr. 

ONE MARK SPECIAL.TEST, 2018 - 19 
STANDARD -XI 

· PHYSICS

(Units-9, 10, 11) 
-Answer all the questions:

Test No. 4 

Marks : 50 

Choose the correct answer: 50 x 1 = 50
1. Which is not correct with respect to postulates of kinetic theory of gases? No Full stops at

the end of options 
a) The molecules donot exert any force of attraction or repulsion on each other except during collision
b) The molecules possess both potential and kinetic energies.
c) The molecules obey Newton's laws of motion. 
d) The molecules impart cer.tain momentum to the walls of the container during collisions.

2. The pressure exerted by a gas does not depend on
a) mean square speed of the molecule b) mass of the molecule
c) Number density d) area of the wall of the container

3. :he average kinetic energy of each molecule of a gas depends on
a) temperature of the gas b) mass of the molecule c) both (a) and (b) d) size of the molecule

4. The rms speed of a molecule is ---- the average speed.
a) 0.28 times b) -1- times c) 0.92 times d) -

1
- times 

5 T. h 0.28 0.92 1 • e rms speed of a hydrogen molecule at a particular temperature is 1936 ms- . The rms
speed of oxygen molecule at that temperature is � 
a) 968 ms-1 b) 242 ms-1 c) 484 ms-1 . d)_ 1936 ms-

6. A sample of ideal gas is at equilibrium. Which of the followin_g quantity 1s zero? 

a) rms speed b) average speed c) average velocity d} m�st proba�le speed
7. An ideal gas is maintained at constant pressure. If the temperature of an ideal gas increases

from 100 K to. 1000 K then the rms speed of the gas molecules · 

!3) increases by .f0 times , b) increases by 10 times
1 

c) remains same d) beco�es 10 times
8. The average translational kinetic energy of gas molecules depends on

a) number bf mo/es and T , b) only-on T c) P and T d) P only ·
9. If the internal energy of an ideal gas U and volume V are doubled then the-pressure

a) doubles b) halves c),quadruples · d) remains sa�e
10. A particle of mass m moving with speed u in a direction which makes 60° with respect to

x axis. It undergoe-s elastic collision with the wall. The change 'in momentum is.
a) - mu b) zero c) - 2mu · d) - 0.732 m u

11. For a given gas molecule at a fixed temperature, the area under the Maxwell - Boltzmann 
distribution cu.rve is equal to 

PV 
. KT P 

a) KT . 
b) PV .c) NKT d) PV

12. The adiabatic component y for a ·mixture of 1 mole· of monoatomic gas and 2 m9les of a .

13. 

14. 

diatomic gas at n ormal temperature is 

11 17 
a) 15 b) 13 c) !.!9 d) �

13
If SP and Sv denote the specific heats of nitrogen gas per unit mass at constant pressure and
constant volume resp�ctively, then ~ . 

a) ·S - S = 28R
p V 

- R R 
b) SP - Sv·= 28 c) SP - Sv = 14 d) S - S = R

p V 

Which of the following shows the correct relationship.between the pressure and density of an
ideal gas at constant tempe.rature? 

p l p 

a)
�

b) ·

p· 

( 
p 

c) 

p 

d) 

p 

/ 
.P p 

--- ..... -�-. .\ 

f' 
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 d m I� A container hn� ono mole of monoatomlo ldeol gas. Each molecule has 3 degrees of free O •

C 

\ hat 1s tho ratio of y = if ?,, 
4 7 5 

a) � b) 3 c) 3 d) 3
16. The temperature at which the rms velocity of a gas triples Its value at STP is

a) i19 K b) 2457 K c) 1438 K d) 273 K
� 7 The mean iree path of a gas molecule is }.. at a certain pros sure and temperature. If th8

press!..lre and temperature are doubled, the mean free path of the molecule is
A 

a) n b) 4>. c) }.. d) 2
18· Two bodies� and B whose masses are in the ratio 1 :2 are suspended from .two sep�rate

massless spr'.ngs of_ force constants KA and K8 respectively. If the two bodies oscillate vert,cal�y
such that their maximum velocities are in the ratio 1 :2, the ratio of amplitude A to that of 8 is

a) \/2:: b) � c) J
�KB_ d) ���

19 An ideal spring of
· A 

f 
At • f spring constant K, Is suspended from the ceiling of a room and a block o mass '"' is astened to its lowe d If th I h d 

then the . r en • e b ock is released when the spring Is unstretc e , maximum extension in the spring is
,\lg M a} 4 -K b) _J! ) 2 Mg Mg

K C K d) -·
20- If the ine�ial ma�s and gravitational mass of the simple pendulum of len��h /are not equal,then the time period of the simple pendulum is ·

I� ,�e m� � a} T = 2:t \'mg
g b} T = 21t 'mi

g c) T = 2:;c m� ✓i d) T = 2� � �t
21. A pendulum hung in a very high building oscillates to and for motion freely \ike a simple

harmonic oscillator. If the acceleration of the bob is 16 ms-2 at a distance of 4m from the
mean position, then the time period is
a)2s b)1s c)2ns d)rcs

22. A- simple pendulum is suspended from the roof of a school bus which moves in a horizontal
direction with an acceleration a, then the time period is

1 1

a) Ta 92 .-r a2 b) Ta ✓
9

2 + a2 c) Ta -)9
2 + a2 d) Ta (92 + a2)

23. In· a simple harmonic oscillation, the acceleration against displacement for one complete
oscillation will be
a) an ellipse b) a circle c) a parabola d) a straight line

24. A particle executing SHM crosses point A and B with the same velocity. Having taken 2s in
passing from A to B, [t returns to 'B after 2s. The time period is,
a)12s b)Bs c)6s d)4s

25 The time period for small vertical oscillations of block of mass m when
the masses of the pulleys are negligible an� spring consta�t k1 and k2 is

a)T=4;r
Jk� � k:)m b)T=2� m(:, + k�] 

26. A hollow spher� is filled with water. It is hung by a long thread. As the water flows out of a hole
at the bottom, the period of oscillation will

a) first increase and then decrease b) first decrease and then increase
c) increase continuously d) decrease continuously
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 , 3 Test No. 4 27· A simple pendul_um has a time period T 1. When its point of Sl.!Spension 1s moved v�rtic_ally
upwards according as y = kt2, where y is vertical distance covered and k = 1 ms-2, its time 

• 2 8. 

29. 

. 
. Tl period _becomes T 2 . Then T.2 is (g = 1 o ms-2)2 

5 a) -
6 b) .!_!

10 
6 c) -
5 d) �4

The displacement of a pa�ticle executing SHM is y = 0.05 sin ( 100 t + % ) cm . The velocity 
amplitude is 
a) 0.5 cm s-1 b) 0.05 ms-1 c) 5 ms-1 d) 50 ms-1 
6.4 N force produces 0.1 m extension in a spring suspended vertically. The mass to be

s�spended in the spring so that it oscillates vertically with a time period of ¾ s is
� 1a) 4 kg b) 4 kg . c) 4 kg d) .1 kg

30. The total energy of a harmonic oscillator is E and its force constant is k. The relation between
the amplitude (A) of t�e oscillator and total energy is · 
a) A= ./2EK b) A= /K c) A= [E · d) A= {2EV2E Vzi< Vt< 31. A spring of spring constant k is cut into two pieces, one piece with length '1 and the other with
length I 2 such that /

1
: /

2 is 1 :3. The r�tio of spring constants k1 :k2 will be

a) 1:4 b) 4:1 c) 3:1 d) 1:3 

32. If the length of the pendulum is increased by 44% from its original length, the percentage 
increase in time period of the pendulum is 
a) 2 0% b).12% c) 18 % d) 22%

33. Which of the following represents a wave
a) (x.; vt)3 b) x (x + vt) c) -1-t d) sin (x + vt) 

X + V 

34. The displacement y of a wave travelling in the x direction is given by y = 2 x 1 o-3 

sin (3006 - 2x + ; ), where x and y are measured in metres and t in second. The speed of the 
wave is 
a) 150 ms-1 b) 300 ms-1 c) 450 ms-1. d) 600 ms-1 

35. An air column in a pipe which is closed at one end, will be in resonance with the vibrating body
of f�equency 83 Hz. The length of the air column is 
a)1.5m b}0.5m c)1.0m d)2.0m

36. A transverse wave moves from a medium A to a ,:nedium B. In medium A, the velocity of the
· transverse wave·is 500 ms-1 and the wavelength is 5 m. The frequency and the wavelength of
the wave in medium B when its velocity is 600 ms-1, respectively are
a) 120 Hz and 5 m b) 100 �z and 5 m c) 120 Hz and 6 m d) 1 00 Hz and 6 m

37. A spring balance has a scale that reads from O to 50 kg. The length of the scale is 20 cm .•
A body suspended from this balance, when displaceq and released, oscillates with a period
0.628s. ·The mass of the body suspended is

a) 12.50 kg b) 24.50 kg c) 6.25 kg d}_12.50 kg
,r 

38 . A transverse �ave on a string is described by y = 3.0 sin (36 t + 0.018x+ 4 ), where x,y a�e

39. 

measu
.
red in metre and t in second. The velocity of the wave is 

a) 18 ms'-1 . · b) 9 ms-1 c) 20 ms-1 d) 36 ms-1

The transverse displacement of a string clamped at its both ends is given by

y = 0.002 sin (300 t - 2x + � ), where x and y are mea�ured in metres and tin second. 

The linear density of the string is · 2 x 10-2 kg/m. The tension in the string is

a) 450 N b) 300 N c) 200 N d} 600 N
... 
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 4 .
40. Two wires are vibrating simultaneously In their fundamental notes. The tensions, densities,

lengths and diameter of two wires are In the ratio a: 1, 1 :2, x:y and 4:1 respectively. If the no�e 
of the higher pitch has a frequency of 360 Hz and the number of beats produced persecond is
10, then the value of x:y is 
a)36:35 b)35:36 c)1:1 d)1:2 

41. A student tunes his guitar by striking a-120 Hertz with a tuning fork, and simultaneously plays
4th string on his guitar. By keen observation, he hears the amplitude of the combin�d sound
oscillating thrice per second. Which of the following frequencies is the most llkely the
frequencies of the 4 1h string on his guitar?
a) 30 b) 117 c) 110 . "d) 120 

42- A person standing between two parallel hills fires a gun and hears the fist echo after 11,
sec and the second echo after t2 sec. The distance between the two hills is 

v(t1 - t2) V t ! V (t1 + 12)a)
2 

b) 7 c) v (t1 + 12) d) 2 
43· A '?1an sitt_lng on a swing which is moving to an angle of 60° from the vertical is blowi_ng a

whiS!le which has a frequency of 2.0 KHz. The whistle is 2.0 m from the fixed support point of 
the �wing. A sound detector which detects the whistle sound Is kept infront of the string. The'
maximum frequency the sound detector detected is 

' · 
:> 1•974 K':lz b) 9.74 KHz c) 2.027 KHz d) 1.011 KHz 

44· 

8
n 

organ,p,pe A c/os�d at one end Is allowed to vibrate in its first harmonic and another pipe_open �t both �nds ts allowed to vibrate in its third harmonic. Both A and B are in resonance
with a given tuning fork. The ratio of the length of A and B is

.8 3 . 1 1a) 3 b) 8 c) 6 d) 3 45. A rail engine and a car are travelling parallel and in· the opposite directions "with a velocities 40 ms-1 and 20 ms-1 respectively. The rail engine blows a sound with a frequency 500 Hz and
the velocity of sound in air is 340 ms-1. The apparent frequency of the sound heard by a man
sitting in the car while both are approaching is ·
�) 550 Hz b) 800 Hz c) 600 Hz d) 750 Hz

1

46. Let y = -1 --2 at t = 0 s be the amplitude of the wave propagating in the positive x direction.+x 

At t = 2s, the amplitude of the wave propagating becomes y = 1 + (x :_ 2)2 . Assume that the 

shape of the wave does ndt change during propagation. The velocity of the wa·ve is 
a) 0.5 ms-1 b) 1.0 ms-1 c) 1.5 ms-1 d) 2.0 ms-1 

47. A stretched string vibrates in its fundamental frequency of 512 Hz. Another string of same
material is stretched four times and the length and diameter of the string is double the previous
one. The fundamental frequency o f  the second string is
a) 512 Hz . b) 256 Hz . • c) 128 Hz d) 1024 Hz , 

48. A source of unknown frequency gives 4 beats s-1, when sounded with a source of known
frequency gives 5 beats per when sounded sounded with a source of frequency 513Hz. The
unknown frequency is
a) 254 Hz b) 246 Hz c} 240 Hz d) 260 Hz

49. A transverse wave is represented by y = A sin (wt - kx}. For what value1 of the wavelength is
the wave velocity equal to the maximum particle velocity?

a)A b). ,r2
A 

c) rcA d) 2nA

50. Two vibrating tuning forks produce progressive waves given by Y1 = 4 sin 500 nt and
y2 = 2 sin 506 ;ct. Number of beats produced per minu'te is .
a) 3 . b) 360 : c) 180 ·• d) 60

----0----

. ., 
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Morko: 50 

... 

Choose the correct answer: 50 X 1 r.1 50 
1. A particle of mass m 1 is moving with a velocity V 1 and another particle of mass m2 lo rnovl�g

with a velocity v
2
. Both of them have the same momentum but their kinetic encrgiea arc E 1 

and E2 respectively. If mf > m2, then 
E m 

a) .:.1. = -1 b) E > E E2 m2. 1 2

2. A forte F acting on an object varies with distance x as shown below. 3
The force is in NewtC:)n and x is in metres: The work done by the force 2 in moving the object from x = O to x = 6 m is 
a)18.0J b).13.5J 1 - I 
c) 4.5 J d).,9.0J -+-l I 1 I I ·> 

·
0

1 234567 
.x(m) 

3 An · • rt f ➔ " " A N d ·th I ·
1y 

➔ " '· " -1. engineexe sa orce F= (201 _ 3j _ Gk) an mo�eswI veocI v = (6i �- 20) _ 3Jt) ms 
The power of the er1gine (in watt) is 
a) 45 b) 75 c) 20 d) 10

4. The potential energy of a system increases, if work is done
a) upon the sytem by a conservative force b) upon the system by a non conservative force
c) by the system against a conservative force d) by the system against a non consGrvative force

5. The magnitude of the Sun's gravitational field as experienced by Earth is 
a) same over the year b) decreases in the month of January and increases in the month of July

c) decreases in the month of July and increases in the month of January 
d) increases during day time and decreases during night tir,:ie . .

6. The radii of circular orbits of two satellites A and B of the Earth, are 2R and R respectively. If
the speed of satellite A is 2V, then the speed of satellite B will be 

V 
a) 2V b) 4V c) Ji. 

d) 2 . .,fj_ V
7. A body of mass m is placed on Earth's surface which is taken from Earth's surface to a height 

h = 2R then the change in the gravitational potential energy is 
2 1 1

a) 3 mgR b)
3 

mgR c)
2

d) mgR
8. The density of a newly discovered planet is twice that of Earth. The acceleration due to gravity

at the surface of the planet is equal to that at the surface of the Earth. If the radius of the Earth
R 1 is R, the radius of.the planet would be a) 4R · b) 
2 

c) 2R d) 
4 

R
9. The ratio of escape velocity at Earth (V 8) to the escape velocity of a planet (V p) whose radius_

and mean density are twice as that of Earth is a) 1 :4 b) 1: .fi. · c) 1 :2 d) 1.:2 �/2
10. In dimension of critical velocity Ve, of liquid flowing.through a tube are expressed as (Y\X . pY. rz),

where l'J, p and r are the coefficient of viscosity of liquid, density of the llquid-�nd radius of the
tube respectively, then the values of x,y and z are g iven by·
a)1,1,1 b)1,-1,-1 c)-1,-_1,1 d)-1,-.1,-1 

11. Planck's constant (h), speed of light in vacuum (c) and Newton's gravitational constant (G) are three
fundamental constants. Which of the following combinations of these has tha dimension of length?

.JhG 

tc 
.JhG 

a) � b) {hC c) l d) 3
c2 VG. h2 c2

12. Which two of the following five physical parameters have the same dimensions?
i) Energy density ii) Refractive i1�dex
iii) Dielectric constant iv) Young's modulus v) Magnetic field
a) (i) and (v) t;) (ii) and (iv) · c) (!ii) and (v) d) (i) and (iv)

I • 
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, . 

/ 
2  . imum percentage 

13. A student calcula�es g by perform_ing slm�le pendulum e�perrment. If the;:: 
ercentage error 

errors in measuring length and time period are respectively e, and 82· P . 
occur in g is 

e, + e2 d) 2 + ea) e1,..+ 2e2 b) 2(e1 + e2) c) 2 
e, 2 

· r d plane of 
14. A drum of radius Rand mass M, rolls down without slipping along an inc ine 

angle O. T�e fricti'?nal force ·. . as heat a) decreases the rotational and translational motion b) dissipates ene�gii al energy
c) decreases the rotational motion d) converts translational e_nerg� t� rot 0

1

n 
ne of the15. The ratio of the radii of gyration of a circular disc about a ta_ngen!,a! axis in t e P

f �h ring isdisc and of a circular ring of the same radius about a tangential axis in the plane O e 

a) 2:1 b ✓5: ✓6 c) 2:� d) 1: ✓2 
16. A ball rolls without slipping. The radiu� of gyration of the ball �bout an axis passing thr?���

its centre of mass is k. If radius of the ball is R, then the fraction of total energy assoc,a. 
with its rotational energy will be 

K2 + R2 K2 + 1 K2 R2 a) R2 b) -R2 c) 2 2 . d) K2 + R2. · K + R 
17· C�>nsider_a �oint Pat the contact point of a wheel on the ground which rolls on the ground 

wIthout slipping, then the value of the displacement of point p when the wheel completes half 
of the rotation (if radius of wheel is 1 m) is 

�--
· 

a) 2� b) J
1r

2 + 4 m c) 1e m d) .Jn2 + 2 m · · 
18· A so//d sphere of ma�s � and r�dius R is rotating about its diameter. A solid cylinder of the same

mass and same radius Is also rotating about its geometrical axis with an angular speed twice
that of the sphere. The ratio of their kinetic energies of rotation {E h / Ecylinder> �ill be 
a)1:5 b)1:4 c:)3:1 • spd)t3 , 19. A disc and a solid sphere of same radius but different masses roll off on two inclin�d'-planes of the 
same altitude and length. Which one of the two objects gets to the bottom of the plane first? 
a) Both reach at th� same time b) Depends on their masses 
c) Disc d) Solid sphere 

. 20. Two discs of same moment of inertia.are rotating about their regular axis passing through centre•. 
and perpendicular to the·plane of disc with angular velocity w1 and w2. They are brought into· 
contact face to face coinciding the axis of rotation. The expression for loss of energy during 
this process is ·· · 

1 2 2 1 2 ·  1 · 2a)
4 I (w1 -w2) b) I (w1 - w2) c) 8 I (w1 - w2) d) 2 I (001.- m2)

21. The centrifugal force appears to exist. 
a) only in inertial frames · b) only in ro�ating frames
c) in any acc·elerated frame d) both in inertial and non inertial frames

22. · Consider a circular leveled road of radius 1 Om having coefficient of static friction 0.81. Three cars,
A, 8 and C are travelling with speed 8 ms-1, 11. ms-1 and 10 ms-1 respectively. The car/cars
that will skid is I are (Take g = 10 ms-2) 
a) all the cars b)·cars Band C c) cars A and C d) none will skid

23. A block of mass m slides down the plane inclined at an angle 60° with an acceleration-�. The
coefficient of kinetic friction is
a) 1 b) 0.5 c) 0.732 d) 0.414 

24. If a particle executes uniform circular motion in the x-y plane in clockwise direction, then the
angular velocity is in 

· 
. . 

a)+ y·direction b) + z direction c) - z direction d) - x direction
25. Two objects of masses m

1 
and m2 fall from the heights h1 and h2 respectively. The ratio of the

magnitudes of their momenta_ when they hit the ground is

a)�-.
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26· An object of mass m ls' thrown with ln1t1al spoed u c:11 an angle !;_ with the ho"rizonta1 from

Earth's surface. Another object of mass 2 m is thrown with the sa�e initial speed at the same 

angle with the horizontal from a planet whore 9p 
=· 90 . Jr the range in Earth is Re, the range

. 4 1n the planet i� R
p . Then, 

27. 
a) RE = Rp b) Rp = 2Ri; c) Rp = '1RE d) Rp = R: 
When the object is moving al constant velocity on the rough surface "' 
a) net force on the object is zoro b) no force acts on trye object 

28. 
c) onl� external force acts on the object d} only kinetic friction acts on the object 
A particle executing simple harmonic motion has a kinetic energy K

0 
cos2 u,t. The maximum 

value of the potential energy and total energy are respectively 

29. 

K a} Ko and .K0 b) 2° and K
0 

c} K
0 

and 2K
0 

d) 0 and 2K
0 

A mass is suspended separately by two different springs in sucessive 
order, then _the time period is T 1 and T 2 respectively. If it is connected
by both spring as shown in the figure, then, the time period T 

0, 

so that the correct relation is 
a) r�2 = r1-

2 + r/ b} r5 7 rl + T22

c) T01 = r;1 + r-1 d) T
O 

= T 1 + T 2 
m 

30. Which of the following statements is true for the speed 'V' and the acceleration 'a' of a particle
executing simple harmonic motion? 

31. 

a} Value of a is zero, whatever may be the value of V b} When V is zero, a is zero_ 
c} When Vis maximum, a Is zero d) When V is maximum, a is maximum
A simple pendulum performs simple harmonic motion about x = 0 with an amplitude a and tim·e 
period T. The speed of the pendulum at x = i will be 

) ,ra · 3,r2a ) 1ra✓3a 
T b) -T- C zr 

32. Which of the following is not scalar?

d) ,ra✓3T 

a) Stress b} Viscosity ... c) Surface tension d) Pressure
· 33. The wettability of a surface by a liquid depends primarily on

a) viscosity b) surface tension
c) density d) angle of contact between the surface and the liquid . 

34. Two pistons of a hydraulic lift have diameters of 60 cm and 5 cm. What is the force exerted by
the larger piston when 50N is placed on the smallar piston? 
a)7200N b)6000N c)8400N d)SOOON

. 

35. A U-tube with both ends open to the atmosphere, is
partially filled with water. Oil, which is immiscible with Oil:! ········ · ·····110 �m 

· d · t 'd t'I ·t t d · d. t 
.. .t- Final Water Level

water ,s poure ,n o ones, e un , r s an s ac a Is.ance :: · ,._6s mT 
of 10mm above the water level on the otherside. Meanwhile, lni,,at Water Level 

the water rises by 65 mm from Its original level.
(See the diagram). The density of the oil.is 
a) 425 Kgm-3 b) 800 Kgm-3 c) 928 kgm-3 d) 650 Kgm-3 

36. 2.4 x 1Q-4J of.work is d9ne to increase the area of a film of soap bubble from 50 cm2 tQ 100 cm2.
: The surface tension of the soap solution is 
. a) 4.8 x 10-2 Nm-1 b) 2.4 x 10-2 Nm-:1 C} 3.6 x 10-2 Nm-1 d) 1.2 x 10-2 Nm-1

37. A certain number of spherical drops of a liquid each of radius 'r' coalesce to form a single drop
of radius 3r and volume 'V'. If 'T' is the surface tension of the liquid then, energy released is 

8 VT VT 
\ VT 4 VT 

a) 3-r b) 4-r c) 2 -r d} 3 -r

., 
••• 

I I 
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f ends of rod are T1 

and T 2 
3S Rate of heat flow through a cylindrical rod is H1. Temperatures o 

rature difference remains
(T 1 > r2) If all the dimensions of rod becomes double aod the te_mpe 
�nmt> and rate of heat flow becomes H2. Then 

H1 
:t) H. = H1 b) H2 = 4H1 c) H2 = 2H1 d) H2 = 4• 

2 1 At temperature of 7270c,
39 A black body at 227°C radiates heat at the rate of 7 Cal cm--s- · a 

the rate l'' heat radiated in the same units will be . 60 n) 50 b) 112 c) BO . d) 
all to a volume 2V 

..:o A rnonc atom,::: gas at a pressure P, having a volume V expands isotherm Y 
5 

· (t ke y = - ).

41. 

and then adiabatically to a volume 16V. The final pressure of the gas IS a 3 

a)64P b) 32P 
p 

· c) 64

Ona rr.ole of an ideal di atomic gas undergoes a transition 
from A. to B along the path AB as shown in the figure. 
The change in internal energy of the gas du{ing the

.
transition is

a) - 20 l(J b) - 20 J
c) - 12 KJ d) - 6KJ

d) 16P
·5

t 
P(Kpa) 2 

42 A Carnot engine whose sink is at 300k has an. efficiency of 40%. By how much sh��ld the
temperature of source be increased so as to increase its efficiency by 50% of original efficiency?
a) 275 K . b) 225k c) 380k d) 250k43 Which of the following process-ess in r�versible? 

_ a) Transfer of heat by radiation b) Transfer of heat by· conduction 
c) Isothermal compression , d) Electrical heating of a wire : 

44. The molecules of a given mass of a gas have rms velocity of 200 ms-1 at 21°c and .1.0 x 105 Nm-2
pressure. When the temperature and pressure of the gas are, respectively, 127°c and 0.05 x 105 Nm-2,
the rms velocity of its molocules in ms-1 is · · 

100✓2 b)
100 400 

a),-
3- 3 c) 100../2 d) ✓3

45. A given sample of �n ideal gas occupies a volume Vat a pressure P and absolute temperature T.
The mass of each molecule of the gas is m. Which of the following gives the density of the gas?

Pm P P 
a) (K1)

b) (KN)
c) mkT d) (KT)

46. The ascending order of rms velocity for hydrogen (H), oxygen-(0), Nitrogen (N) �nd carbondi
oxide (CO2) molecules at a given temperature is
a) CO2, H, 0, N b) H,O,N,C02 c) CO2, 0, N, H .d) 0, N, CO2, H

47. A transverse wave propagating along x-axis is repres�nted by 

y (x,t) = 8.0 sin _(0.5 1r x - 4 .1rt -1) where x is in metres at t is in seconds. The speed of the 
wave is. -·· a) 4 ,r ms-1 b) 0.5 ,r ms-1 c) 4ms-1 d) 8ms-1 ·

48. The second overtone of ari open organ pipe has th.e same frequency as the first overtone of a
closed pipe L metre long. The length of the open pipe will be

L
a) 2� b)

2
c) 4L d) L .. 

49. A wave in a string has amplitude of 2 cm. The wave travels in the +ve direction of x-axis with a 
speed of 128 ms-1 and it is noted that 5 complete waves fit in 4m length of the string. The 
equation describing the wave is 
a) y = {0.-02) sil') {15.7x- 20101) m b) y = (0.02) sin (15.7x + 2010t) m . 
c) y -= (0.02) sin 7.85x - 1005t) m d) y = (0.02) sin (7.85 + 10005t) m 

50. Two cars moving in opposite directions approach each other with speed of 22ms-1 and 16.5 ms-1
respectively. The driver of the fist car blows a horn having a frequency 400 Hz. The frequency
heard by the driver of the second car is (velocity of sound = 340 ms-1 
a) 361 Hz b) 411 Hz c) 448 Hz d) 350 Hz

--n---
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